HERITAGE CENTRE SERVICES

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

The Finest Care for Your Classic
Hemmels Heritage Centre offers you
world leading service, restorations
and upgrades for your MercedesBenz classic. Everything from routine
maintenance to a full restoration is
available for all models from the
20th Century.

As the official service provider for
Mercedes-Benz World we’re very
pleased to make available the same
skilled technicians and dedicated
facilities to keep your classic car
running and looking its very best.

Yet we go beyond world-class
craftsmanship. Fuelled by a shared
passion for perfection, we’ll work
together to ensure all your
aspirations and visions are achieved
for your car.

YOUR PERSONAL PLAN

Working Together
Mercedes-Benz motorcars of all eras
are renowned for their pioneering
technical advancements and
exceptional reliability. With a planned
approach your classic can be
maintained and upgraded to an
exacting standard – at your
convenience.

Following a bumper-to-bumper
inspection Hemmels will create a
specific care plan for your car.
Every aspect will be taken into
consideration and we’ll recommend a
schedule and budget to suit you.

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE
& REPAIRS

Service Excellence
Under the care of our skilled
technicians Hemmels assures your
classic remains running as smoothly
as the day it was born. Everything
from engine and gearbox rebuilds,
axle and running gear overhauls,
brakes and more can be maintained
and repaired at our bespoke facility
which is configured solely for
servicing and restoring MercedesBenz classics.

Using genuine Mercedes-Benz
components wherever available, our
dedicated parts team has direct
access to the Daimler inventory and
OEM suppliers for swift delivery of
replacement items.
Whatever the challenge, our unique
experience and quality supply chain
combine to give you an unmatched
level of service.

BODY AND METAL WORK

Flawless Lines and Contours
The body of a classic car often
reveals a well-enjoyed life on the
road. Yet the flawless lines and
contours of a Mercedes-Benz
motorcar can be once again attained
in the hands of Hemmels experts.
Using skills that can only be acquired
through a lifetime of learning, our
coachbuilders ensure every panel is
fitted to exacting standards, and
every repair is seamless.

If your car has been accidentdamaged or is now revealing rustic
‘age spots’, let the coachbuilding
team at Hemmels restore your classic
to factory-new condition.

SELECTED RESTORATION WORKS
Let the specialists at Hemmels raise
the look and feel of your MercedesBenz classic with selected
restoration works including fresh
paint, re-chroming and interior
replacement. Borne from your
inspiration, we can restore your car
to original factory colours or create
your dream vision.
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NEW INTERIOR

Seats, Carpets, Dashboard and More
The very best classic cars deserve the
finest materials and craftsmanship
available and the team at Hemmels
can transform your interior to a
pristine state.

The extensive leather interior is handcrafted by Hemmels artisans to
provide a stunning appearance and a
luxurious experience on every outing.
The many leather hides required for a
single motorcar are personally
selected by our master-craftsmen

and women to ensure matching
colour and texture throughout.
Skived leather hugs the dashboard
and doors for crisp lines, with handsewn handles and sun visors.

Choose your carpets, piping and
stitching along with a new hardtop
headliner and soft-top for a
completely new look, feel and
ambiance.

Yet it is not just the beauty of the
finish that will make your classic a
stunning work of art. Hemmels
technicians rework the seats with
traditional horsehair along with
modern materials to provide a level of
comfort not experienced since your

car left the factory. The substrates of
the dashboard, sun visor fittings and
door cards are all refurbished to be
smooth and straight in order to
achieve the perfect finish.

SPARKLING CHROME

Elegance and Taste
The chrome jewellery on classic
Mercedes-Benz motorcars is
tastefully adorned and testimony to
the elegance and engineering design
standards of the era. Inevitable
pitting, wearing and the effects of
mother nature can sadly take the
shine off chrome on a classic car.
As with every aspect of Hemmels
craftsmanship, our commitment to
restoring chrome to its former glory
is unwavering.

Firstly, chromed parts are stripped to
reveal the condition and shaping of
the underlying metal. The parts are
then reworked to factory spec before
being freshly chrome-plated.
Working with our colleagues at the
Mercedes-Benz Classic Parts division,
we’ll strive to replace any parts
which are beyond restoration.

Hemmels recommends that chrome
work be undertaken in groups to
ensure a uniform appearance across
your motorcar. The chrome interior
or exterior – or both – can be
scheduled for re-chroming.
With each piece sympathetically
re-worked then installed by hand, the
resulting finish and precision fit will
create striking impression.

FRESH PAINT

Showcase Your Car
Whether restoring the original
factory colours or exploring the
huge range of finishes now available,
fresh paint showcases your car at
its finest.
Hemmels uses the same Glasurit
painting materials and process that
has benefited Mercedes-Benz for
over half a century. However, our
exceptional results are achieved from
the painstaking preparation work

Unveil Your New Car
that ensures all metal surfaces are
evenly smoothed and primed to
exacting standards.
Of course Hemmels takes no
compromise in our approach.
Much of the exterior brightwork and
other components are removed to
reach glistening results throughout.
It is the perfect time to replace tired
seals and re-chrome bumpers and
light surrounds.

HEMMELS ENGINE
PERFORMANCE UPGRADE

Full Power Range Response
Based on R&D by Hemmels, the
Engine Performance Enhancement
Upgrade delivers an exceptional
driving experience, increasing torque
and responsiveness throughout the
power range.

Now available for several vintage
models, not only is there a significant
difference in performance, the
electronic fuel injection and
electronic ignition bring 21st century
reliability to your classic car.

PERSONALISE YOUR CAR

In-Car Entertainment System

Undercarriage Lacquer and Stainless Steel Exhaust

Add the convenience of Bluetooth,
hands-free mobile phone
connectivity and GPS to your driving
experience with a Hemmels retrostyled hi-performance in-car
entertainment system.

Every aspect of a Hemmels motorcar with a lacquered undercarriage and
is meticulously crafted and presented stainless steel exhaust.
with uncompromised attention to
detail. You can make your classic as
beautiful underneath as it is above

Complete with 4 bi-axial speakers
driven by a powerful Class-D
amplifier, it’s the perfect companion
for top-down touring.

Polished Engine Option
Mercedes-Benz engines are a work of
art and the Polished Engine Surfaces
option ensures gasps of wonder
every time the bonnet is opened.

Alternatively we can clean and
present the engine to appear just as
it left the factory, understated yet
dressed immaculately.

Air Conditioning

Heated Seats

Add Air Conditioning for hot days in the south
of France or cruising along the Pacific coast.
Hemmels ensures the venting unit is covered in
skived leather to blend in with the dashboard
and interior.

For year round driving comfort Heated Seats
take the chill off frosty mornings and cool
evenings driving under the stars with the top
down.

More Options & Accessories
Car Cover
Keep the dust off between your
driving adventures. Snug fitting
elasticated material creates a
perfect silhouette of the car.

Wind Deflector
The wind deflector reduces the
back draft, ensuring you and your
travel companion look your best
when you arrive at that chic hotel.

Hardtop Stand
Easily store and manoeuvre your
hardtop with this Hardtop Stand.
Designed specifically for the task,
it features lockable swivel wheels
and non-marking padded rest
points.

Whitewall Tyres
Specially designed for Hemmels,
whitewall tyres can add the
perfect accent depending on
the colour of the car — and your
personal preference.

Headrests
Offering a unique style and safety
feature headrests are created
from the same leather hides of the
interior for a perfect harmony of
cabin comfort.

Electric Antenna
The Electric Antenna
automatically extends when the
stereo is turned on and recesses
neatly when not in use.

WORLD CLASS. WORLD SERVICE.

A Commitment to Excellence
Finally there is a place where your
Mercedes-Benz classic can enjoy
uncompromising attention to detail
and a commitment to excellence.

No matter where you are in world,
simply get in touch with Hemmels
Heritage Centre to discuss how we
can work together to achieve the
vision for your car.

www.hemmels.com

UK Production Facility, Freemans Parc, Penarth Road, Cardiff CF11 8EQ UK

